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Exterior and interior polar cusps: 
Observations from Hawkeye 

S.-H. Chen, •,2,3 S. A. Boardsen, 2,3 S. F. Fung, 2,4 J. L. Green, 4 R. L. Kessel, 4 
L. C. Tan, 2,3 T. E. Eastman? and J. D. Craven 6 

Abstract. Hawkeye plasma, magnetic field, and plasma wave instruments directly 
sampled the throat of the northern polar cusp as the orientation of the interplanetary 
magnetic field (IMF) changed from southward to northward on July 3, 1974. Two distinct 
regions in the polar cusp were identified based on magnetic field, plasma flow and 
magnetic and electric noise: the interior and exterior cusps. The observations show highly 
variable flows in the exterior portion of the cusp and constantly strong dawn-dusk flows in 
the interior portion during periods of strong IMF By component. Results of a minimum 
variance analysis of the magnetic field at each cusp interface crossing provides evidence 
that the magnetopause surface normal deviated highly from empirical models. During 
intervals of relatively steady solar wind dynamic pressure, the motion of the cusp relative 
to the slow moving spacecraft was modulated by the varying IMF clock angle as observed 
by IMP 8 in the upstream solar wind. The motion did not show a correlation with internal 
processes monitored by the AE index. We propose that observed plasma flow patterns and 
cusp motion are results of reconnection between the IMF and the magnetospheric 
magnetic field. Flow velocity observed in the interior cusp is consistent with stress balance 
for a reconnection process. This unique interval provides an opportunity for detailed 
studies of the plasma, magnetic field, and plasma wave properties in both the exterior and 
interior cusp. 

Introduction 

The Earth's polar cusps are generally considered to be re- 
gions in which the heated solar wind plasma of the magne- 
tosheath has direct access to the inner magnetosphere. Such 
penetrations of sheath plasma have been observed by space- 
craft in the high-, middle- or low-altitude cusps for over 20 
years [e.g., Heikkila and Winningham, 1971; Frank, 1971; Rus- 
sell et al., 1971; Reiff et al., 1977, 1980; Burch et al., 1982]. As a 
result, two transition or boundary regions have been identified 
between the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere and 
shown to extend either equatorward or tailward from the 
cusps: (1) the entry layer sunward of the cusp [Haerendel and 
Paschmann, 1975; Paschmann et al., 1976] and (2) the plasma 
mantle extending tailward above the magnetotail lobe [Rosen- 
bauer et al., 1975]. Several mechanisms have been proposed for 
the plasma entry processes that lead to the formation of these 
transition layers: reconnection between the interplanetary and 
magnetospheric magnetic fields [e.g., Dungey, 1968; Frank, 
1971; Vasyliunas, 1972; Rosenbauer et al., 1975], diffusion of 
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particles across the magnetopause [e.g., Axford, 1970; Heikkila 
and Winningham, 1971] (see Reiffet al. [1977] for the discussion 
in detail), turbulent eddy convection [Haerendel et al., 1978], or 
impulsive penetration [Lemaire and Roth, 1978]. 

Of these the reconnection process has a pronounced effect 
on the cusp. Not only does reconnection provide a way to bring 
the solar wind particles into the magnetosphere, but it also 
controls the cusp's shape, size, and position [e.g., Potemra, 
1992]. No matter where the reconnection process occurs on the 
magnetopause, the reconnected flux tube has to pass through 
either the northern or southern cusp region. The dominant 
factor that determines the initial location of reconnection and 

evolution of the reconnected flux tube is the orientation of the 

IMF [Crooker, 1979]. It has been shown that when the IMF is 
southward, reconnection occurs near the subsolar region 
[Dungey, 1968; Paschmann et al., 1979], and therefore the 
newly reconnected flux tube passes through the entry layer 
equatorward of the cusps. When the IMF is northward, the 
process occurs along the high-latitude magnetopause [Dungey, 
1968; Kessel et al., 1996] and the newly reconnected flux tubes 
goes through the plasma mantle tailward of the cusps. When 
the IMF is east-west oriented and is positive (negative) the 
process occurs at the region duskside (dawnside) of the north- 
ern cusp [Gosling et al., 1991] and the newly reconnected flux 
tubes go through the plasma mantle, the entry layer, or mixture 
of the two. Using an OGO 5 cusp event, Kivelson et al. [1973] 
showed how the cusp position changes when the IMF turns 
from north to south. The general variability in the orientation 
of the IMF makes the situation more complex. 

Studies of cusp dynamics have looked not only at the orien- 
tation of the IMF but also at the external solar wind dynamic 
pressure and internal dynamics as measured by the Dst and 
AE indices [Sandholt et al., 1983; Meng, 1983; Eather, 1985, and 
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references therein]. Sandholt et al. [1983] concluded that there 
is a correlation between the sign and magnitude of IMF B z and 
the dayside auroral location. Meng [1983] suggested that the 
equatorward shift of the cusp position is highly correlated with 
increasing magnitudes of southward IMF and the Dst index, 
but less correlated with the North American specific AE index. 
However, Eather [1985] showed that cusp motion was con- 
trolled mainly by the AE index as derived from the full set of 
stations and that IMF B z had little affect. Accordingly, Eather 
[1985] concluded that the position of the dayside cusp is largely 
driven by substorm processes internal to the magnetosphere 
rather than by direct merging and erosion processes with the 
IMF. The controversy centered mainly on how validity of using 
ISEE 3 measurements as the near-Earth IMF B•, or more 
strictly, the near-magnetopause sheath B•. ISEE 3 was located 
---220 R•r upstream of the bowshock. A simple estimate of the 
time shift of magnetic signatures from the position of ISEE 3 
to the reconnection site on the magnetopause, based on the 
linear relationship between the mean solar wind flow velocity 
and displacement inXGsM, were often inapplicable [Crooker et 
al., 1982]. Using Dynamics Explorer data, Burch et al. [1985] 
demonstrated the By dependence of the plasma flow and the 
associated Birkland currents within the low-altitude polar re- 
gion. Using measurements from the ISEE 2 fast plasma exper- 
iment, Phillips et al. [1993, and references therein] use a time- 
of-flight analysis to show the dispersive nature of the ion 
population exiting from the polar cusp when the IMF is south- 
ward and predict the source of ion injection. Although many 
mechanisms have been proposed to explain spatial or time 
variations of the cusps, we emphasize the reconnection process 
in this study because we observe cusp motion that is clearly 
modulated by the variation of the orientation of the IMF, and, 
also, because it provides a more direct explanation for ob- 
served plasma flow characteristics. 

In this study, we make use of multiple cusp-magnetosheath 
crossings by the Hawkeye spacecraft and its observations of the 
magnetic field, plasma flow and plasma waves to study the 
geometry of the cusp, the magnetic reconnection process near 
the cusp, and the dynamics of the cusp in response to variations 
in IMF orientation during a period of steady solar wind dy- 
namic pressure. On the basis of observations from IMP 8 in the 
upstream solar wind, the IMF during this event was directed 
mainly from dawn to dusk, but was slowly turning from south- 
to-north with numerous fluctuations in the Bz component. 
This allows us to study the cusp's motion, its plasma and field 
characteristics and, hence, the reconnection process at varying 
sites on the magnetopause. Because the By component was 
positive during the event, a high magnetic shear is expected at 
the magnetopause duskward of the northern cusp, where 
Hawkeye entered the magnetosphere. Plasma measurements 
show an anomalous flow direction that can be related to a 

reconnection process occurring on the magnetopause at the 
duskside of the cusp. We will describe first the orbit of Hawk- 
eye, then the magnetic field, plasma, and plasma wave obser- 
vations, the geometry of the cusp, and the reconnection pro- 
cess. The physical implications of these observations will then 
be discussed. 

Instrumentation 

The Hawkeye spacecraft collected data from June 3, 1974, 
until April 28, 1978, supplying nearly four years of continuous 
data coverage. Hawkeye flew in a polar orbit (---90 ø inclination) 

with an apogee of ---21R•r (geocentric) and a period of 51.3 
hours. The Hawkeye onboard instruments included a triaxial 
fluxgate magnetometer, a VLF wave receiver, and a low-energy 
proton electron differential energy analyzer (LEPEDEA). 

LEPEDEA had an 8 ø by 30 ø rectangular field of view, the 
center of which was oriented perpendicular to the spacecraft's 
spin axis. For each full rotation of the spacecraft (---11 s), this 
field of view swept out an area of angular dimension 30 ø by 
360 ø on the celestial sphere. Both the plasma electron and 
proton channels were sampled in 16 logarithmically spaced 
energy pass bands (0.09 s duration per sample) as the analyzer 
potential ramped downward for energy coverage from ---45 
keV to 110 eV. The full energy sweep took 1.44 s and was 
obtained once every 11.52 s with sampling alternating between 
electrons and protons. Since the spacecraft spin period was 
approximately 11 s, each energy sweep was slightly offset in 
angular direction from the previous one such that a full two- 
dimensional energy-angle distribution in eight sectors was ob- 
tained for each particle species in approximately 3.5 min. For 
the event in this study, the spin axis was close to the Sun-Earth 
line, so the instrument sampled particle populations flowing 
mainly in the Y-Z (dawn-dusk) plane. The configuration is 
suitable for studies of dawn-dusk plasma flows. 

The Hawkeye magnetometer was a triaxial fluxgate system 
with four automatic range setting: 150, 450, 1500, and 25000 
nT. At the time the observations were made, the range setting 
was 150 nT (i.e. at the highest amplitude resolution for all 
three components). The time resolution was ---1.89 s. 

The VLF plasma wave receiver made 16 logarithmically 
spaced electric field measurements in the frequency range of 
1.8 Hz to 178 kHz, and 8 magnetic field measurements in the 
frequency range of 1.8 Hz to 5.6 kHz. Approximately 22 s was 
needed to sample the entire frequency range. More detailed 
information on the spacecraft, its orbit and all instrumentation 
is provided by Gurnett and Frank [1977, 1978] and the appen- 
dices of Farrell and Van Allen [1990]. 

Observation and Analysis 
Figure la shows the projection of Hawkeye's trajectory in 

the X - ZGs M plane for July 3, 1974 (day 184), along with the 
model magnetopause positions at YGsM = 0 given by Sibeck et 
al. [1991] (the solid curve) and Farris et al. [1991] (the dashed 
curve) for the upstream solar wind condition at the time of 
crossing. Magnetic field line traces (the thin curves) in the 
noon-midnight meridian are also shown using the Tsyganenko 
89 (T89) [Tsyganenko, 1989] model, with Kp = 2 representing 
the state of the magnetospheric activity at the time of obser- 
vation to indicate a possible cusp location. Note that the 
3-hour resolution Kp index values were 2, 2-, 2-, and 3 at the 
times centered at 1330, 1630, 1930, and 2230 UT, respectively. 
We have chosen Kp = 2 as the "average" state of the mag- 
netospheric activity for the T89 model. Figure lb shows the 
projection of the same orbit in the Y - Zas M plane. The 
magnetic field line traces of the T89 model (the thin curves 
diverge away from the center of the plot) originate from a 
circle 3 ø in diameter around the magnetic pole of the T89 
model at the Earth's surface. The field direction (not shown) is 
toward Earth. Because there is no cusp geometry implemented 
in the T89 model, the choice of a circle 3 ø in diameter around 
the magnetic pole is arbitrary but demonstrates the direction of 
magnetic field vectors around the pole of the outer magneto- 
sphere. The size and shape of the cusp based on this field 
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model may deviate highly from the actual cusp geometry. It is 
more useful to specify orientation of the wall of the cusp at the 
times of magnetopause crossings by studying the surface nor- 
mal vectors. This will be done herein. 

The upstream solar wind plasma and interplanetary mag- 
netic field (IMF) measurements from the IMP 8 spacecraft are 
shown in Figure 2 for the period of interest. The GSM position 
of the spacecraft is given with UT along the abscissa, where, for 
example, its position at 1730 UT is near (10, -33, -3) Rœ. The 
figure shows, from top to bottom, the bulk flow velocity (Vb) in 
km/s, the number density (Np) in cm -3, the dynamic pressure 
(Pdyn) in nPa, three components of magnetic field (Bx, By, 
Bz) and the total field strength (IBI) in nT. The solar wind 
dynamic pressure during the interval was relatively steady 
(1.5 _+ 0.5 nPa), while the IMF was oriented mainly eastward 
before 1720 UT and then gradually turned to the north. The 
field strength, on the other hand, remained relatively steady. 
Fluctuations in the field strength were less than 2 nT. During 
the turning of the IMF between 1700 and 1800 UT, there were 
large amplitude fluctuations (>5 nT peak to peak) in the Z 
component with periods of a few minutes. 

The magnetic field magnitude and components (GSM coor- 
dinates) for Hawkeye (heavy traces) are shown in Figure 3 for 
a 4-hour period beginning at 1500 UT. In order to discuss the 
possible relationship between the IMF orientation and the 
cusp dynamics, the three components and total field strength 
of the IMF at the IMP 8 position (light traces) are also shown. 
No time shift was applied when making the plot (see below). 
The scales on the y axes for the IMP 8 (Hawkeye) field traces 
are to the right (left). Note that the amplitude scales used for 
IMP 8 field traces are 6 times smaller than those used for 

Hawkeye. The positions of IMP 8 and Hawkeye are shown in 
Figure 4. The major separation between the two spacecraft is 
in Yc s,u ( "' 3 5 R œ), while the difference in the Xc s,u positions 
is relatively small (---2Rœ). The IMF clock angle, which is 
defined as Ocloc•, - tan -• (B•,/Bz), is shown in the bottom 
panel of Figure 3: Ocloc•, > 0 indicates IMF By > 0; IOclocl < 90 ø 
(>90 ø) indicates IMF Bz > 0 (Bz < 0); and Ocloc•, = 0 ø 
(180 ø) thus means that the IMF is northward (southward). 
During the period of 1700-1810 UT, while moving inbound 
from the magnetosheath (Figure 1), Hawkeye encountered 
several regions of field depression that could be identified as 
cusp currents in which the magnetic field direction changed 
predominately from east-west to north-south (see the shaded 
regions in Figure 3). The observation suggest that the currents 
are distributed in layered structures instead of filaments, since 
a similar current structure was observed as the spacecraft 
moved repeatedly across it [cf. Fairfield and Ness, 1972]. The 
magnetic field variations at Hawkeye, in the intervals between 
the shaded regions, are generally seen to have the character- 
istics of the high-latitude magnetosheath magnetic field; neg- 
ative Bx, strongly positive B •, and variations in Bz. This is not 
true for the last three intervals (see below). All indications are 
that those regions (unshaded) are associated with the exterior 
cusp. The positive Bz of the last three intervals between the 
shaded regions is possibly due to the draping effect of the 
magnetosheath field against the wall of the cusp facing the 
dawnside. On the basis of the plasma and plasma wave signa- 
tures, and the similarity of the observed magnetic field config- 
uration with that of the model field (T89) (Figures la and lb), 
it is concluded that Hawkeye entered the magnetosphere after 
--- 1807 UT. 

The time lag in the field signatures between Hawkeye and 
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Figure 1. Projection of Hawkeye's trajectory in the (a) X - 
Zos,u and (b) Y - Zos,u plane, along with model magneto- 
pause positions at Yos,u = 0 given by Sibeck et al. [1991] (the 
solid curve) and Fans et al. [1991] (the dashed curve). Mag- 
netic field line traces (the thin curves) are also shown using the 
Tsyganenko 89 (T89) model for Kp -- 2 in the noon-midnight 
meridian to indicate a possible cusp location. The figure also 
identifies the tangential planes of the first and the last Hawk- 
eye magnetopause crossings based on a minimum variance 
analysis of the magnetic field data. The magnetopause normal 
vectors in GSM coordinate for the first and the last crossings 
are (0.98, 0.20, -0.03) and (0.12, -0.33, 0.94), respectively. 
The normal vector of the Sibeck et al. model magnetopause is 
(0.88, 0.11, 0.47). 

IMP 8 can be small due to the special orientation of IMF and 
relative position of the spacecraft. Figure 4 shows the projec- 
tion of the average IMF between 1540 and 1750 UT onto the 
X - Y•s,u plane. The IMF makes an angle of ---63 ø to the 
negative X axis. Considering the fact that the IMF is being 
slowed after its bowshock crossing and then draped against the 
magnetopause, the time lag between the magnetic field signa- 
tures observed at IMP 8 and Hawkeye becomes complex. On 
the basis of a gasdynamic model, the streamlines on the mag- 
netopause have to go through the singular point at the nose of 
the magnetopause. In this case the time lag between the mag- 
netic signature on a magnetic field line tha•t intersect with a 
streamline on the magnetopause and the signature on the same 
field line but located in the upstream solar wind becomes 
infinity as the flow velocity at the singular point is zero. How- 
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Figure 2. IMP 8 solar wind plasma and interplanetary magnetic field data in GSM coordinates on day 184, 
1974. From top to bottom the panels display, the bulk flow veloci• in kilometers per second, the number 
density in cm -3, the dynamic pressure in nanopascals, three components of magnetic field, and the total field 
strength in nanoteslas. 

ever, we can estimate the time lags by using (1) a simple 
schematic diagram that avoid the streamlines passing through 
the singular point and (2) a cross correlation between the field 
signatures observed at IMP 8 and Hawkeye. The time lag can 
be small if the IMF X component is negative and Y component 
is positive, as shown in Figure 4. Under this configuration the 
magnetic field signatures (field line labeled 1 in Figure 4) reach 
the nose of the bow shock before they reach the position of 
IMP 8. The field line of the part in the sheath travels at a speed 
slower but at a distance shorter than the part in the upstream 
solar wind before reaching the position of Hawkeye (the 
dashed curve in Figure 4). Accordingly, the time lag between 
the magnetic field signatures at IMP 8 and Hawkeye can be 
small if the signatures at Hawkeye were on a streamline that 
has some distance away from the magnetopause. During the 
interval of 1500-1600 UT, for example, the Z component field 
signatures at Hawkeye and IMP 8 (Figure 3) show a good corre- 
lation. The correlation becomes poorer as the draping effect of 
the IMF against the magnetopause becomes significant when 
Hawkeye approaches the magnetopause at 1650 UT, for ex- 
ample. Since there is a good correlation between the Hawkeye 
and IMP 8 magnetic field measurements in part of the time 

interval, no time lag was applied to make Figure 3. Accordingly, 
the periods instead of phases of the magnetic fluctuations 
observed between IMP 8 and Hawkeye are more meaningful. 

During the time when the field, plasma and wave measure- 
ments were made the spin axis of Hawkeye spacecraft made 
angles -35 ø, 72 ø and 119 ø to the Xcsxt, Ycs2u and ZGs•t axes, 
respectively (Figure 5). The projections of the YGs2u and 
Zas M axes onto the spin plane (Y' and Z' as shown in Figure 
5) were nearly orthogonal (-100 ø separation). The angles Y'- 
to-Y•s2u and Z '-to-Z•s • are 18 ø and 29 ø, respectively. Hence 
the observations of plasma flows in the spin plane would then 
provide reasonable estimates for the flows in the Y - Zas2u 
plane. Six two-dimensional LEPEDEA ion distribution func- 
tions in the spin plane are shown in Figure 6 for the intervals 
within the magnetosheath and the exterior cusp, as identified 
by the corresponding labels (a, b, --., f) used in the bottom 
panel of Figure 3. The individual contours in each panel indi- 
cate constant phase space density, with the outer heavy line 
indicating 10 7 s3/km 6. Four logarithmically spaced contours are 
drawn per decade, each of the same magnitude in every panel. 
The shadings for greater values of f(v) indicate that the local 
maxima in the distribution functions taken at different times. 
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Figure 3. Magnetic field magnitude and three components (in GSM coordinates) measured by Hawkeye 
(dark cu•es) on day 184, 1974. Three.components of the IMF from IMP 8 (the light cu•es) are also shown, 
but multiplied by a hctor of 5 and shifted -40 nT in magnitude (see Figure 2). The field magnitude is shifted 
by 20 nT instead -40 nT. Since the difference in the X•s • positions of IMP 8 and Hawkeye is small, no time 
lag is applied. The IMF clock angle Ocloc • = tan -• (Bv/Bz) is also sho• in the bottom panel: Ocloc• > 0 
implies IMFBy > 0; lOciocli < 90 ø (>90 ø) implies IMFBz > 0 (Bz < 0); and Ocloc• = 0 ø (180 ø) means 
that the IMF is northward (southward). The magnetosheath is to the left and the magnetosphere is to the 
right. The shaded regions indicated those inte•als when Hawkeye was located within the interior cusp. 

Projections of the local magnetic field vector onto the spin 
plane are also shown (the arrows). The radius of the outer 
most circular grid corresponds to a 50 nT field magnitude. The 
contours in Figure 6a show a typical sheath plasma flow in a 
direction -45 ø upward and duskward away from the noon- 
midnight plane, as expected for Hawkeye in the northern 
hemisphere and in the postnoon side (see Figure lb). As 
Hawkeye moved down the throat of the cusp, the ion distribu- 
tion functions varied with time in the exterior cusp (e.g., con- 
tours of Figure 6b and 6c), while the orientation of the mag- 
netic field remained unchanged--dominated by the +Y 
component. The flower-shaped contours of Figures 6d, 6e, and 
6f may result from rapid crossing of the spacecraft from one 
plasma region within the exterior cusp into another (also 
within the exterior cusp). Given the simplicity and limitations 
of the Hawkeye measurements, we only identify two major 
plasma regimes that have distinct characteristics: those of the 
exterior cusp and the interior cusp. The mean flow direction 
changes from mainly duskward in Figure 6a (to the right in the 

figure) over the pole in the Figure 6b, dawnward (to the left) 
in Figure 6e and to slightly downward in Figure 6f. The distri- 
bution functions of Figures 6e and 6f are from regions that 
have the most typical characteristics of the exterior cusp, where 
the field and plasma are sheath-like but the flow pattern is 
controlled by the interaction between the magnetosheath and 
magnetospheric plasmas, for example, reconnection process 
and turbulence. Noticeably, the flow velocity for the majority 
of plasma in the exterior cusp (Figures 6e and 6f) is -300 km/s 
dawnward against the magnet0sheath mean flow -200 km/s 
upward and slightly duskward (Figure 6a). The flow direction 
is close to field-aligned. This is consistent with flows coming 
from a reconnection site located at the duskside of the cusp. 

Using the format of Figure 6, the ion distribution functions 
for the intervals of interior cusp (labeled 1-5) and the magne- 
tospheric boundary layer-the cusp entry layer (labeled 6) are 
shown in Figure 7, using the same labeling scheme used in 
Figure 3. Flows in the interior cusp are mainly from dusk to 
dawn with changes from slightly poleward (north) to slightly 
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Figure 4. Diagram to illustrate the positions of IMP 8 and 
Hawkeye projected on to the X - Yos•u plane, along with the 
projection of the average IMF between 1550 and 1750 UT. The 
thin curves with arrows represent the magnetic field projection 
in the plane. The IMF projection makes ---63 ø with the negative 
X axis. The figure demonstrates the possible small time lag 
between the magnetic field signatures observed at IMP 8 and 
Hawkeye (dashed curve). 

equatorward as the spacecraft moved deeper into the cusp. 
The flow speed also increased slightly from ---250 to ---300 
km/s. The flow direction is similar to the one in the exterior 

cusp (Figures 6e and 6f). The magnetic field strength is weak 
on average and does not appear to have clear relationship with 
the flow direction. The last distribution function (panel 6) is 
from within the magnetosphere. According to the position and 
magnetic field configuration, the last contour plot quite possi- 
bly is the entry layer identified by Haerendel and Paschmann 
[1975] and Paschmann et al. [1976]. One of the properties of 
the entry layer is the presence of bidirectional ion streaming 
along the magnetic field. Panel 6 shows the similar character- 
istics as the one shown in the paper of Paschmann et al. [1976]. 

The identification of cusp crossings based on enhancements 
in VLF-ELF magnetic noise has been used, for example, by 
Scarf et al. [1972, 1974], Van Allen et al. [1974], Gurnett and 
Frank [1978], Safiekos et al. [1979], and Van Allen and Adnan 
[1992]. We make use of this established association to check 
the validity of our preliminary cusp identification based on 
magnetometer measurements. A spectrogram of Hawkeye 
VLF-ELF magnetic and electric field fluctuations is shown in 
Plate 1 for the time interval of 1645-1815 UT. The white traces 

in both panels indicate the local electron gyrofrequencyfe. The 
enhancements in magnetic fluctuations on the lowest decade of 
the upper panel (few hertz to a few tens of hertz) occur when 
the electron gyrofrequency or the magnetic field strength is 
minimum (i.e., within the polar cusp). This is consistent with 
our identification of the cusp being located within the intervals 
of magnetic depression as well as within the funnel geometry of 

the magnetopause (see Figure 1) based on the minimum vari- 
ance analysis of magnetic field. The electric noise at frequen- 
cies above fe was noticeably diminished at the magnetic de- 
pressions, for example, near 1705, 1745, and 1800 UT. Auroral 
kilometric radiation (AKR) (---100 kHz) was present at nearly 
all times between 1700 and 1840 UT. However, there were 
noticeable variations in the intensity of the AKR starting at 
---1700 UT. Its frequency spectrum is anti-correlated with the 
variation in the electron cyclotron frequency fe' The variation 
in fe reflects the changes in the position of Hawkeye relative to 
the cusp (i.e., cusp motion). 

To compare the possible factors that drive the cusp motion 
externally and internally as suggested earlier [e.g., Eather, 
1985], Hawkeye magnetic field data and the IMF clock angle 
from the bottom panels of Figure 3 are repeated (1645-1815 
UT) in Figure 8 along with the A U, AL, and AE indices for 
the same period. This figure shows the details of the variation 
of magnetic field strength measured by Hawkeye at 1.89-s time 
resolution, the 15-s resolution IMF clock angle, and the 2.5- 
min resolution (the highest available) A U, AL, and AE indi- 
ces during the multiple cusp entries. Although the time reso- 
lution of the indices is low compared with those for the other 
parameters, it is still sufficient to show the trend and the 5-10 
min fluctuations in IBI and Ocloc/,. Using the format of Figure 
3, the magnetosheath is to the left and the magnetosphere is to 
the right. The shaded regions are identified as the interior cusp 
and the unshaded regions the exterior cusp. The labeled dark 
line segments define the intervals from which ion distribution 
functions are shown in this study. Rapid fluctuations of field 
strength (top panel) within both the exterior and interior cusp 
indicate that the measured plasma structures are much more 
complex than just single layers. These fluctuations may be 
caused by either temporal or spatial variations. The motion of 
the cusp as observed by Hawkeye is strongly modulated by the 

29 ø 

ZGSM 

YGSM 

XGSM 
Figure 5. A schematic to illustrate the position of the Hawk- 
eye spin plane relative to the GSM coordinate. The spin axis 
made a small angle (---35 ø) to the Xos•u axis. Therefore, the 
spin plane was close to the Y - Z os•u plane. The projections 
of the Yos•u and Zos•u axes on to the spin plane (Y' and Z' 
as shown) were nearly orthogonal to each other. The observa- 
tions of plasma flows in the spin plane could provide reason- 
able estimates for the flows in the Y - Zos•u plane. 
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1974 184 16:40:01 UT 1974 184 17:07:40 UT 1974 184 17:16:07 UT 

Vz 

1974 184 17:22:04 UT 1974 184 17:3;6:05 UT 1974 184 17:49:08 UT 

Figure 6. Two-dimensional LEPEDEA ion distribution functions in the spin plane for the intervals of 
exterior cusp. (a)-(f) Correspond to the labels used in the bottom panel of Figure 3. The individual contours 
in each panel indicate constant phase space density, with the outer heavy line at 10 7 s3/km 6. There are four 
logarithmically spaced contours per decade. The contour levels used in every panel are all the same. The 
shadings aids in the comparison among distribution functions taken at different times. The magnetic field 
projections onto the spin plane are also shown (the arrows). The radius of the outer most circular grid 
corresponds to 50 nT in field magnitude. 

variations of the IMF clock angle Ocloc k. The A U, AL, or AE 
index, however, shows less correlation, even when the IMF Bz 
changes from negative (0clock < 90) to positive (0c•ock > 90). 
This does not support the finding of Eather [1985] in which the 
equatorward (poleward) motion of the position of the cusp 
corresponds to increases (decreases) in the AE index. 

The shape of the cusp surface is estimated through a mini- 
mum variance analysis on the magnetic field measurements at 
the times of cusp crossings. This analysis yields the eigenvalues 
h and eigenvectors//i of the linear system [cf. Sonnerup and 
Cahill, 1967; Siscoe et al., 1968; McPherron et al., 1972] 

• (vii - •aij)ni = 0, (1) 
i 

where/Sii is the Kronecker delta and the covariance matrix Tij 
is given by 

] N 
rij-'- •r Z (Bi k -- •i)(B•- •j)' (2) 

k=l 

where the •l = (l/N) 5;mN__ • B• are averages of the pair of 
magnetic field components I = i and j selected from the three 
components x, y, z. Each of the six averages is taken using the 
N three-component measurements of B. The data points in 
each variance analysis are chosen such that the magnetic field 
signatures best represent the plasma regions on both sides of 
the cusp boundary and the numbers of data points are roughly 
equal. For the sake of simplicity of presentation, we only plot 
the tangential planes to the surface for the first and the last 
magnetopause crossings that have significant eigenvalue ratios 
(•2/• 3 • 2.5) (Figure 1). The choice of the significant eigen- 
value ratio is based on the work of Sonnerup and Cahill [1967] 
and Lepping and Behannon [1980]. Results of the variance 
analyses are listed in Table 1 for all the cusp interface cross- 
ings. The cusp interface surface normal vectors (in GSM co- 
ordinates) are (0.98, 0.19, 0.02) and (0.39, -0.25, 0.88), respec- 
tively, for the first (No. 2 in Table 1) and the last (No. 11 in 
Table 1) crossings of well-defined normal vectors. The normal 
vector of the Sibeck model magnetopause is (0.88, 0.11, 0.47). 
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1974 184 17:01:08 UT 1974 184 17:12:16 UT 1974 184 17:27:,38 UT 

Vz 

1974 184 17:41:04 UT 1974 184 17:55:05 UT 1974 184 18:08:09 UT 

Figure 7. A repeat of Figure 6 but for the intervals of interior cusp (as labeled 1-5 in Figure 3) and the 
exterior cusp (as labeled 6 in Figures 3). 

Most of the normal vectors labeled No. 1 to 10 have dominant 

XGSM components and some of them have finite positive 
YGsM components. The positions of the cusp interface cross- 
ings (r in Table 1) highly deviates from the model magneto- 
pause, which is --•(9, 2, 6) R•r (Figure 1) at the same longitude 
and latitude and under the same solar wind conditions. Ac- 

cordingly, the orientations of the magnetopause at the space- 
craft crossings more nearly mimic the shape of the cusp. 

Discussion and Summary 
By analyzing an interval on July 3, 1974, when Hawkeye 

repeatedly crossed different parts of the northern polar cusp, 
we are able to outline the structure of the exterior and interior 

regions of the polar cusp. We briefly summarize the plasma 
regimes seen by the Hawkeye spacecraft transiting through the 
cusp as the following. Hawkeye was inbound from the magne- 
tosheath (label a in Figure 3) at the beginning of the interval 
and into the magnetosphere (label 6 in Figure 3 or 9) at the 
end. During its transit, it crossed the following regions: interior 
cusp (label 1 in Figure 3 or 9), exterior cusp (label b), interior 
cusp (label 2), exterior cusp (label c), exterior cusp (label d), 
interior cusp (label 3), exterior cusp with flows of reconnection 
(label e), interior cusp (label 4), exterior cusp with flows of 
reconnection (label f), interior cusp (label 5), and entry layer 

(label 6). Figure 10 shows a schematic illustration of the 
plasma flow pattern and magnetic field geometry (in the cusp 
frame) that might have been observed by Hawkeye during the 
cusp entry. The top and bottom panels are for noon-midnight 
and dawn-dusk projections, respectively. The open (solid) cir- 
cles represent the times of observation for ion distribution 
functions labeled a-f (1-6). Some labels are not shown for the 
sake of clarity. The light (dark) shaded area in the upper panel 
indicates exterior (interior) cusp. In the lower panel, the thick 
curve indicates the sheath magnetic field, and the open arrows 
represent plasma flows. In the exterior cusp, Hawkeye ob- 
served a relatively turbulent flow where flow direction is highly 
deviated from the magnetosheath mean flow (Figure 6). The 
magnetic field in the exterior cusp, however, remains sheath- 
like with a dominant Y component (Figures 3 and 8). In the 
interior cusp, the flow is more ordered. The flow direction is 
dawnward and slightly downward (Figure 7) as observed from 
the early afternoon hours of local time. The magnetospheric 
By is negative at the region duskside of the cusp and becomes 
dominant near 1800 MLT based on th[ '-'1'89 field model. In 

... 

contrast, the magnetosheath By is positive and is the dominant 
component (0 • 90 ø) in the exterior cusp (Figure 3). Accord- 
ingly, there must be a region duskside of the cusp where the 
magnetic field in the magnetosheath and magnetosphere are 
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-8 

N 03 3:1 

fe 
-lO 

-12• 

-14 

UT 16:45 17:00 17:15 17:50 17:45 18:00 18:15 

!•LAT 10.5 10.0 9.6 9.5 8.9 8.6 8.2 69.7 69.1 68,3; 67.5 66.2 64.9 65.5 
MLT 15.6 15.5 15.5 15.2 15.2 15.1 15.0 
yXggsm 8.2 8.0 7.8 7.7 7.4 7.2 7.0 

sm 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 
Zgsm 6.1 5.8 5.5 5.2 4.8 4.5 4.1 

Plate 1. Hawkeye plasma wave frequency-time spectrogram of VLF-ELF magnetic and electric fields for 
day 184, July 3, 1974. The white traces in both panels indicate the electron gyrofrequency. The enhancements 
in magnetic fluctuations on the lowest decade of the upper panel (few hertz to a few tens of hertz) occur when 
the electron gyrofrequency or the magnetic field strength is minimum (indicating by white arrows, i.e., within 
the polar cusp). The electric noise at frequencies about fe was noticeably diminished at the magnetic 
depressions, for example, near 1705, 1745, and 1800 UT. Auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) was present 
nearly all times between 1700 and 1840 UT. 

antiparallel (Figure 9). This implies that reconnection may be 
occurring within a region duskward of the cusp when Hawkeye 
was in the cusp and observed the large-scale flow patterns. 

If reconnection occurs, the magnetopause should be a rota- 
tional discontinuity [Sonnerup, 1974] and acquire a finite nor- 
mal component (B,v). Because of wave and instrumental noise 
or to inherent inaccuracies in calculating the boundary coor- 
dinate, it is difficult to establish the existence of the normal 
component B•v. Paschmann et al. [1990] suggest using plasma 
data to check for the existence of a moving frame of reference 
(de Hoffman-Teller frame or HT) in which plasma flow is 
aligned with B. If the flow is Alfv•.nic in the HT frame, then the 

discontinuity is a rotational discontinuity. This is the so-called 
Walfn relation (v = vHr -+ B/V'--•op) based on tangential 
momentum balance, that predicts a linear relationship between 
the plasma velocity and the magnetic field. As a result of 
reconnection, reconnected field lines move with the de Hoff- 
man-Teller speed VHr along the magnetopause relative to the 
inertial frame [e.g., Cowley, 1982]. In this moving frame the 
incoming and outgoing flows are field aligned, and the convec- 
tion electric field therefore vanishes. Because a kink in the field 

propagates along the field into the magnetosheath plasma at 
the Alfv6n speed V.4, the incident magnetosheath flow speed 
in the HT frame is V.4, where V.4 is calculated in the magne- 
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Figure 8. (top to bottom) The field strength observed by 
Hawkeye at 1.89-s time resolution, the 15-s IMF clock angle 
measured by IMP 8 and the 2.5-min resolutionA U (the dashed 
curve),AL (the thin curve), and AE (the thick curve) indices. 
The shaded regions are intervals of interior cusp observation 
and the unshaded regions are for the exterior cusp. The la- 
beled dark line segments in the middle panel are the intervals 
when ion distribution functions are shown in this paper. 

tosheath adjacent to the magnetopause [e.g., Sonnerup et al., 
1990]. 

To check whether the flow in the interior cusp, the outflow 
region of reconnection, is consistent with a reconnection pro- 
cess, we estimated the flow velocity. We use the magnetic field 
in the exterior cusp, the inflow region, as the B in the Wa16n 
relation. The flow velocity in the interior cusp in the Y - Z 
plane as measured by the two-dimensional LEPEDEA instru- 
ment was ---300 km/s in the spacecraft frame (Figure 7). Since 
Hawkeye did not measure the X component of the flow veloc- 
ity, the total speed could be higher than 300 km/s. The local 
Alfv6n speed V.q• in the exterior cusp, the inflow region of 
reconnection, was ---154 km/s (using Np = 5 cm -3, IBI = 35 
nT). The spacecraft speed was only a few km/s and was ne- 

a 
a 

Exterior--•.;_:.• 

X •-• "--:-::, :•1 riteriot 
Xgsm -• 

Zgsm 

T 

reconnection site 

f 

5 

6 Zgsm 

• Ygsm 

Figure 9. Schematic to illustrate the plasma flow pattern and 
magnetic field geometry in the cusp frame which might have 
been observed by Hawkeye during the cusp passage: (a) noon- 
midnight and (b) dawn-dusk projections. The open (solid) cir- 
cles represent the times when ion distribution functions la- 
beled a-f (1-6) were measured. Some labels are not shown for 
the sake of clarity. The light (dark) shaded area in the top 
panel indicates exterior (interior) cusp. In the bottom panel, 
the thick curve indicates the sheath magnetic field. The open 
arrows represent plasma flows. 

glected. The flow speed of the outflowing plasma from a re- 
connection site was about 2V.q• relative to the inertial frame 
fixed on the Earth. We also assumed that the reconnection site 

was moving in the direction of laminar flow in the sheath, 
mainly tailward and slightly duskward, at a speed Vsn - 250 
km/s comparable with the local sheath flow speed just outside 
the magnetopause. Figure 10a shows schematically the con- 
struction of the relevant flow vectors at the proposed recon- 
nection site on the magnetopause: projections of flow vectors 
and the magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic fields in 
the plane tangent to the magnetopause at the reconnection site 

Table 1. List of the Intervals and Results for Which the Minimum Variance Analysis 
Performed 

No. Time Intervals, UT From-To r, RE ()t•, •2, A3) A2/A3 fi, GSM 

1 1655:00-1705:00 EX-IN (8.0, 1.3, 5.8) (313, 67, 31) 2.2 ? (0.87, 0.25, 0.42) 
2 1704:00-1712:00 IN-EX (7.9, 1.3, 5.6) (331, 114, 29) 3.9 ,/ (0.98, 0.19, 0.02) 
3 1708:50-1715:58 EX-IN (7.9, 1.2, 5.5) (258, 130, 35) 3.7 ,/ (0.95, 0.09, 0.29) 
4 1713:02-1720:10 IN-EX (7.8, 1.2, 5.4) (363, 73, 36) 2.0 ? (0.97, -0.02, 0.26) 
5 1724:00-1731:00 EX-IN (7.7, 1.1, 5.2) (140, 44, 32) 1.4 ? (0.84, 0.06, 0.54) 
6 1730:22-1733:12 IN-EX (7.6, 1.1, 5.1) (355, 38, 17) 2.2 ? (0.61, 0.61, -0.51) 
7 1731:54-1735:52 EX-IN (7.6, 1.1, 5.1) (516, 69, 12) 5.8 4' (0.88, 0.42, -0.21) 
8 1734:16-1738:48 IN-EX (7.6, 1.1, 5.0) (433, 49, 10) 4.9 4' (0.97, 0.24, -0.04) 
9 1737:35-1744:17 EX-IN (7.5, 1.1, 4.9) (350, 63, 23) 2.7 ,/ (0.98, 0.15, -0.14) 

10 1746:09-1749:51 IN-EX (7.4, 1.1, 4.8) (646, 61, 15) 4.0 4' (0.92, 0.30, -0.25) 
11 1752:36-1756:18 EX-IN (7.3, 1.0, 4.6) (321, 108, 43) 2.5 ,/ (0.39, -0.25, 0.88) 
12 1800:04-1816:51 IN-BL (7.1, 1.0, 4.4) (358, 32, 14) 2.3 ? (0.12, -0.33, 0.93) 
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the vector analysis is shown i• Figure 10b. The de Hoffman- 
Teller speed ¾HT, along the magnetopause relative to the 
inertial frame fixed on the Earth (the origin O), is [cf. Cowley 
and Owen, 1989] 

= Vs,- (3) 

The flow veloci• V•c in the bounda• layer of outflow region 
in the inertial frame (the origin O) is given by 

V• = V•2• + V•r 

= ( VA2• BL -- VA 1 • SH) + VSH (4) 

• (Vysn - 2 V•l)• + Vx•sn•, 

where we are assuming the •6n speed V•2 in the interior 
cusp is equal to V•i in the exterior cusp. However, it •s likely 
smaller and the direction of the magnetic field is opposite 
(anti-parallel merging). As the proposed reconnection site was 
at the postnoon side of the cusp, they component of the sheath 
flow Vys• was positive (flowing toward dusk) and magnitude 
was a faction of 250 •/s, say 50 •/s. Therefore the flow 
speed in the bounda• layer of outflow region in -• direction 
was <2 V•i (•250 •/s) in the rest frame of the Earth. 
Therefore the obse•ed outflowing speed of plasma at the 
sunward/dawnward side of reconnection site in the Earth 

frame, which was 300 km/s, was comparable or greater than the 
theoretical estimate (the y component of V•). •his is consis- 
tent with the criterion of flow speed in the outflow region of a 
reconnection site. 

In this event, the motion of the cusp past Hawkeye appeared 
to be driven by an external process indicated by the IMF clock 
angle Oc•oc• instead of an internal process indicated by theA U, 
AL or AE index (Figures 3 and 8). •though the phases be- 
•een the variation of the IMF clock angle and the motion of 
the cusp can hardly be predicted because of the ambigui• in 
the time shift be•een the magnetic signatures obse•ed at 
IMP 8 and Hawkeye, the periods of the •o somehow match 
Well, particularly in the time inte•al 1715-1810 UT (Figure 8). 
The discrepancy be•een our result and Eather's [1985] may 
due to the difference in the time scales that are used in the 

cross correlations. The correlation be•een the position of the 
cusp and the AE index obtained by Eather [1985] is good for a 
time scale of a couple hours while ours is good to minutes. The 
cusp then moved poleward after 1810 UT as the IMF turned 
steadily northward and the B• component obse•ed by Hawk- 
eye turned gradually negative and became dominant. The neg- 
ative X component is one of the field characteristics in the 
magnetosphere at a location equato•ard of the northern cusp 
(Figure 1). The ion distribution function revealed bidirectional 
ion streaming along the field line (panel 6 in Figure 7). The 
characteristic of the bidirectional ion streaming is seen in the 
ent• layer [Paschmann et al., 1976]. A possible cause of the 
bidirectional ion streaming is reconnection at high latitudes. 
When the IMF turns northward, the reconnection site moves 
to a position poleward of the cusp [Kessel et al., 1996]. The 
accelerated flows of the branch near the cusp may flow into 
lower latitudes along the reconnected field lines which have 
one of their ends tied to the Earth. The reconnected field lines 

then convect equato•ard and formed the ent• layer. While 
keeping the newly reconnected field lines feeding the ent• 
layer and accelerated plasma flowing into low altitudes, the 
particles that have larger pitch angles are reflected before 
reaching the ionosphere. This may explain why the bidirec- 

/ 

a // 

/ 

/• \ 

Figure 10. Schematic to illustrate the reconnection process. 
(a) The projection of magnetic fields and flow vectors in the 
plane tangent to the magnetopause at the reconnection site. 
The magnetic field of the magnetosphere and magnetosheath 
(as labeled) as denoted by solid lines with arrows and the open 
arrows denote the flows. The dashed line is a streamline pass- 
ing through the reconnection site and the stagnation point (not 
shown) at the subsolar region. (b) The flow velocity VBz• ex- 
pected to be seen in the boundary layer of reconnection (the 
interior cusp) in a rest frame fixed on the Earth at O. Origin of 
the de Hoffman-Teller frame, 0', is also shown. 

tional ion streaming along the field line was observed in the 
entry layer. The poleWard movement of the cusp also implies 
that magnetic flux of the magnetosphere piled up at the day- 
side. Such piling-up can' result from decreases in solar wind 
dynamic pressure or high latitude reconnection which brings 
magnetic fluxes from nightside to dayside over the magnetic 
poles. We prefer the latter option because the solar Wind 
dynamic pressure showed essentially no change. 

The shape of the cusp cannot be uniquely determined in this 
Study since only one spacecraft made measurements of the 
cusp. However, we have estimated its shape by calculating 
boundary normal vectors using minimum variance analysis on 
magnetic field measurements at each cusp interface crossing. 
The magnetopause normal vectors in GSM coordinate for the 
firs• and the last crossings are (0.98, 0.19, 0.02) and (0.39, 
-0.25, 0.88), respectively. The normal vector of the Sibeck 
model magnetopause is (0.88, 0.11, 0.47). As shown in Figure 
1, the planes tangent to the magnetopause or "the wall of the 
cusp" at the first and the last current layer crossings mimic a 
funnel shape. The positions of the magnetopause crossings 
deviate from the empirical models of Sibeck et al. [1991] and 
Farris et al. [1991] for which they used mainly low-latitude 
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magnetopause crossings. Similar cusp crossings using Hawkeye 
measurements at different parts of the cusp to picture the 
shape of the cusp in three-dimension under different solar 
wind conditions would be necessary to illustrate the three- 
dimensional shape. 

In summary, we show the first clear and unambiguous in situ 
measurements of plasmas, magnetic fields, and plasma waves 
in the exterior and interior cusp and the cusp's response to the 
IMF. The exterior cusp is defined as the region of magne- 
tosheath-like field and plasma flow controlled by the interac- 
tion between the magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasmas 
(i.e., reconnection process or turbulence). The interior cusp is 
the region of field depression, boundary layer plasma, stronger 
magnetic noise with weaker electric field noise than in the 
magnetosheath or inner magnetospheric boundaries. Results 
of a minimum variance analysis of the magnetic field during 
the intervals of cusp interface crossings provides strong evi- 
dence that the magnetopause normals can be highly deviated 
from the empirical models of $ibeck et al. [1991] and Fards et 
al. [1991]. While solar wind dynamic pressure was relatively 
steady, the cusp motion relative to the slow-moving spacecraft 
was modulated by the varying IMF clock angle as observed by 
IMP 8 in the upstream solar wind since no clear correlation 
with an internal process was found, as indicated by the AE 
index and proposed by Eather [1985]. To explain these results 
we propose that the anomalous flow pattern and the motion of 
the cusp are results of reconnection between the IMF and the 
magnetospheric magnetic field. The flow velocity in the inte- 
rior cusp is consistent with the theoretical estimate of a recon- 
nection process based on a stress balance calculation. This 
unique interval provides an excellent opportunity for detailed 
studies of the plasma, magnetic field, and plasma wave prop- 
erties in the exterior and interior cusp. 
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